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GREETINGS!

SAS Savvy
May Newsletter
Summer is Here!
SAS Savvy members are better prepared for SAS technical interviews to secure entry
level SAS positions.
Savvy members can take advantage of free technical tips, resources and mentoring to
secure their first position in the industry. Help spread the word!
This week completes the SAS India Clinical class. Student presentations will be given to
demonstrate students' knowledge of CDISC.
If you missed the recent popular presentation, you can view the video recording to see how
SAS Savvy provides an invaluable resource to save you 30% in SAS programming by
leveraging your SAS experience and building on your knowledge. See the recent SAS
SAvvy Open House video recording if you missed it.
To continue to navigate SAS Savvy, you can use the standard left side menu or the new Site Mind
Map which should take you to each page.

SAS Job Aids

SAS Programming Tasks

Savvy Resources

These are the three levels to fit all SAS programmers. I hope these levels make it easier to find
SAS papers and tips to address your questions and needs. Let me know what you think.
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Remember, free SAS technical support is just an email away.

Beginner SAS Programmer
Advanced SAS Programmer
Macro SAS Programmer

SAS Savvy Updates
Below are updates made in May. Cannot wait till the end of the month for updates? You can
subscribe to free daily updates .

1. If you have not used PROC DOCUMENT before, you will want to view the tips and SAS
papers I recently added to this page.
2. Look for a new collection of SAS papers on the Clinical Data Reporting site to help you
write more automated patient narratives.
3. If you are not a SAS Savvy member, you are missing out on great insights and tips
such as this recent tip: AE Patient Narratives steps:
a  Template to identify the type, data and location of data to display. Best to use ADaMs
instead of SDTMs.
b  Create a collection of macro variables and a naming convention for each custom
variable. One method may be to create one dataset containing all patient specific values
and each macro variable name and then use this dataset to automatically create the macro
variables.
c  Loop through all patients to create patient specific files containing only patient specific
data using narrative template.
d  In general, use one of these methods to create files: PROC DOCUMENT and
ODS layout to store SAS procedure outputs from PROC PRINT, PROC REPORT, etc,
ODS RTF TEXT = for narrative paragraphs with word formats. CATX() may be useful to
concatenate multiple strings and character variables.
e  You may also use PROC SGPLOT to include graphic images such as plots or charts.
4. In the common FAQ for SAS Programming, I added this question  What are some
options when you get the warning: BY Variable with Multiple Lengths? See if you know the
answer.
5. On the Clinical Reporting page, I added a link to this paper  OBJECT ORIENTED
REPORTS USING THE FORMS PROCEDURE.
6. On the PROC SQL page, I added this great paper  SQL Step by Step: An advanced
tutorial for business users.
7. On the SAS Unix page, I added two SAS papers to show comparison with PC and how
to terminate SAS jobs.
8. On the SAS functions page, I added links to the following useful SAS papers:
a. Fun with Functions, Yogini Thakkar
b. A Clever Demonstration of the SAS® SUBSTR Function, David Austin [INDEX, nested]
Remember, as SAS Savvy members, you can search and access these links 24/7 with full
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support.
9. On the Proc Format page, I added an example of a date user defined format. You may
not have realized this was possible with date constant values.
10. On the Clinical Data Management page, I added links to these two good papers on
applying data cutoff for snapshots.
a. Datacut Strategies: What, why and how, Hiren Naygandhi, [Presentation] [Data Cutoff]
b. Know Your Data While Writing the SAS Code, ShuMin Chuang [Data Cutoff]
11. On the SAS Debugging page, I added a link to look up solutions for selected errors and
warnings.
12. On the Technical Tips page, I added a link to The DATA to DATA Step Macro [Macro].
13. On the SAS Certification page, I added a link to test your macro programming skills.
14. On the common FAQ section, I added the answer to this question  How exactly does
PROC COMPARE compare formats?
15. On the SAS debugging page, I added a link to this paper  Why Does SAS® Say That?
What Common DATA Step and Macro Messages Are Trying to Tell You by Charley Mullin
and Kevin Russell.
SAS Savvy Training

SAS Savvy training covers new SAS topics and requests. Please see the video recording if you
missed the live session. Below is the schedule for the next training sessions. As always,
please email me your favorite topic.
Pinnacle 21 or OpenCDISC Demo
23 Jun 2016 11:30 AM (PDT) • Webinar
See Patient Profiles from a Panel Perspective
28 Jul 2016 11:30 AM (PDT) • online
To Impute or Not To Impute Average or NonMissing Values
11 Aug 2016 11:30 AM (PDT) • Webinar
Stay Tuned to the CDISC Video Portal
25 Aug 2016 11:30 AM (PDT) • Webinar

Sincerely, Sunil Gupta, SAS Savvy Mentor
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